SUMMARY OF:
P010031/S513 bundled with
P080006/S085, P920015/S163, P930039/S140, P090013/S202 and P890003/S338
Amplia MRI and Compia MRI CRT-D SureScan Systems

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY/BACKGROUND
The CRT-D MRI devices are multi-programmable cardiac devices that monitor and regulate the patient’s
heart rate by providing single or dual chamber, rate-responsive bradycardia pacing, sequential biventricular
pacing, ventricular tachyarrhythmia therapies, and atrial tachyarrhythmia therapies.
The Amplia MRI/Amplia MRI Quad CRT-D SureScan and Compia MRI/Compia MRI Quad CRT-D
SureScan Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator with Cardiac Resynchronization System (CRT-D MRI
System) is an MR conditional system. The CRT-D MRI devices are compatible with the Attain Ability
MRI SureScan (IS-1 bipolar) lead models and Attain Performa MRI SureScan (IS4 quadripolar) lead
models and have system software Model SW034 that supports the SureScan feature in order to provide a
complete MR conditional system.
The CRT-D MRI devices are intended to be compatible with any current and future approved SureScan
right atrial pacing leads, including CapSureFix MRI SureScan Model 5086MRI and CapSureFix Novus
MRI SureScan Model 5076 leads, and SureScan defibrillation leads, including the Sprint Quattro Secure
MRI SureScan Lead Models 6935M and 6947M.
The CRT-D MRI devices may also be compatible with non-MR Conditional labeled leads; however, MRI
scanning of the system with non-MR Conditional labeled components is contraindicated.
The CRT-D MRI device models leverage the form and functionality of the Viva/Brava and Viva/Brava
quadripolar CRT-D devices, while additionally providing the SureScan feature set that allows for MR
Conditional use in the MRI environment. Additional new and changed features are also included and
intended to improve CRT response and reduce the longevity impact of events such as AT/AF episodes,
wireless telemetry usage and high LV thresholds.
The SureScan technology included in the CRT-D MRI devices is identical to that included in the Evera
MRI (P980016/S536, approved September 11, 2015).

INDICATIONS FOR USE
The non-MRI indications for use of the Amplia MRI /Amplia MRI Quad CRT-D SureScan and
Compia MRI /Compia MRI Quad CRT-D SureScan devices are the same as those approved for the
predecessor Viva/Brava devices.
The Indications for use for the Attain Ability MRI SureScan and Attain Performa MRI SureScan left
ventricular lead models included in this submission are not changing.
The Indications for use for the Sprint Quattro, 5076 and 5086MRI SureScan lead models included in
this submission are not changing.

system level testing for MR Conditional use of these leads as a part of the CRT-D MRI System in the
potential MR hazards evaluation.
The Sprint Quattro Secure and Secure S Lead models have been verified and validated and are market
released. The Sprint Quattro Secure MRI SureScan Lead models are the exact same leads and were
relabeled for MR Conditional use per P980016/S536 (approved September 11, 2015) for use with the
Evera MRI ICD system. Similarly, the 5076 and 5086MRI RA leads were approved for use with the
Evera MRI ICD systems and have not been modified. The firm indicated that this submission
includes data showing that the MR hazard evaluation for the Sprint Quattro, 5076 and 5086MRI leads
for the Evera MRI ICD system is applicable for the Amplia/Compia CRT-D MRI systems.
BIOCOMPATIBILITY/MATERIALS
The firm indicated that the biocompatibility of the tissue-contacting materials used in the CRT-D
MRI devices has been established in previous PMA applications. The materials and manufacturing
processes used for the CRT-D MRI devices are the exact same as those used for the Viva/Brava
family of devices.
Additionally, the biocompatibility that was demonstrated for the market released Attain Ability and
Attain Performa leads during FDA PMA review is unchanged and remains valid. There are no
changes to the tissue contacting materials or related manufacturing processes required for exposure
of these leads to MRI in the clinical setting.
Regardless of the rationale, the firm included the biocompatibility report for the CRT-D MRI devices
in Volume 5 of this submission.
Reviewer’s Comment: The rationale regarding the biocompatibility of the device(s) and lead(s) is
acceptable and in fact is extended to the Sprint Quattro, 5076 and 5086MRI leads.
MANUFACTURING/STERILIZATION/PACKAGING/SHELF LIFE
Sterilization is qualified by equivalence to the predecessor Viva/Brava CRT-D family of devices. The
ethylene oxide sterilization process for the CRT-D MRI is the same as the approved sterilization process
for other FDA approved Medtronic implantable devices, including Viva/Brava family of devices. The
sterilization information for the CRT-D MRI devices was provided in the Sterilization section of this
submission. Similarly, the ethylene oxide sterilization process that has been qualified for the market
released Attain Ability and Attain Performa leads during FDA PMA review is unchanged and remains
valid.
The firm states that the labeled shelf life of the CRT-D MRI devices is qualified by equivalence to
the predecessor Viva/Brava family of devices and points towards the Shelf Life section in Volume 5
for the equivalence rationale. The equivalence testing is also applied to the leads.
The firm asserts that the CRT-D MRI devices use the identical packaging components and packaging
processes as the predecessor Viva/Brava family of devices. The rationale for application of the
package qualification testing to the CRT-D MRI devices was provided in section Device Level
Verification Testing. The equivalence testing is also applied to the leads.
The firm indicates (Volume 6, page 9) that the manufacturing processes, including packaging and
sterilization, are not changing for the leads included in this submission upon FDA approval for MR
Conditional labeling for use with the Amplia/Compia CRT-D MRI device. All aspects of manufacturing
and sterilization continue to be the same, regardless of MR conditional labeling.
The firm states (Volume 6, page 8) that the Amplia /Compia CRT-D SureScan devices will be
manufactured at the facilities identified in Table 6-1 (Volume 6, page 8). These are the same
manufacturing facilities that are approved for the predecessor Viva/Brava family of devices as well as the
Evera MRI ICD (P980016/S536, approved September 11, 2015).
The firm asserts (Volume 6, page 10) that the manufacturing processes for the CRT-D MRI devices are
the same as the manufacturing processes for the approved predecessor Viva/Brava family of devices as
well as the Evera MRI ICD. The firm provided a high level flow diagram in Figure 6-1.
The firm indicated that some changes were made to the CRT-D MRI devices after the design verification
and validation testing. In addition minor changes were made to the predecessor devices (IPGs and leads)
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Primary Objectives
 To characterize the proportion of episodes with ≥ 5 seconds VF detection delay in the MR
conditional tachyarrhythmia therapy systems following MRI exposure.


Data regarding the number of patients presumed to have had 2 or more scans will be provided.



Pre-MRI and post-MRI LV lead PCT measurements obtained through CareLink will be
summarized for MR CRT-D patients. Summary statistics will be presented separately for pre-MRI
and post-MRI PCT measurements. Based upon the estimates within Table 4, it is anticipated that
PCT measurements from approximately 2,444 patients with a MRI will be presented.
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CONCLUSION
The firm has shown a reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness for their devices when exposed to
MRI scanner environments falling within the labeled bounds established by the firm. Furthermore, the firm
has provided an acceptable Post Approval Study protocol. Consequently, the lead reviewer recommends
approval of the supplement.

OAI Firm & Corporate-wide Warning List was checked January 27, 2016 and the document was found to
be clear.
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